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Abstract
Gaming is one of the popular industries among all the others, especially online
and MMORPG games and people around the globe are spending money on different
games. Every game has its own features and gameplay and to increase the userexperience has been a challenging factor for the companies as Bots among the
humans have populated in most of the games. For this purpose, the paper focuses
on the behavioral of the player to detect and differentiate between human and bot
players. Feature selection methods was used by which features were selected as per
the rank importance for training the data. Algorithms such as Random Forest,
Naı̈ve Bayes, Ensemble technique and Generalized Liner Model were used to fit
the data. Random forest indicated the best performance with an accuracy of 96
percent.
Keyword: Feature Selection, Classification algorithm, Machine Learning, MMORPG
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Introduction

Gaming sector is one of the largest and growing industry. The global gaming market
have a net worth of 152 billions dollar including all the platform with 68.5 billion part
directly from Mobile games sector. Millions of people across the globe are attracted to
Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games and Batchelors 2018. Adding millions
of participants one can imagine the amount of players creating their own way of being
popular over the internet for the game or making some money over winning. As there
is increase in number of players online games have offered monthly/yearly subscription
which offers extra benefits and points giving users the better experience than the normal
users. So, it is a challenging part for the developers of the game to meet the nearby
expectation of the user.
As there is increase in humans in gaming sector there is also increase in bots which has
been a difficult part for the companies to deal with it. Giant company such as Blizzard
Entertainment have already started releasing the games which include anti-cheat software.
This software is Valve-Anti Cheat which detects whether it is bot or human by checking
if there is any code executed by the user and automatically bans the user from entering
the game. But there is a disadvantage that is the software only looks for the exact code
which is been entered into their system and if there is any changes will not be detected
by the software. (McCracken, 2018)
There is great increase in bot activity used by the users in tactic way. Bots are been
deployed in games to gain experience counts, in-game money (which is gold) and to
increase level this method is called FARMING. Humans tend to play 10-12 hours a day
which will gain half the experience count as compared to bots which plays 24 hours the
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whole year and gain double the experience against humans which directly makes user
experience less and more higher level player spawns in time. Bots are increasing on day
to day note in games and which have been reported by many gamers and to detect these
bots there are many software which are developed to restrict the entry in game by the
developers but there is always a new way to breach this anti-cheat engines.
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Research Question
1. Will using multiple models help to increase the detection rate?
2. To what point the bot detection false positive rate can be reduced?
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Literature Review

Bot is a gaming term which is used to define a character that is controlled by the computer
code system (Techopedia, 2019). In other words, bots are Non-player characters (NPCs)
which are controlled by the program created by third-party. They involve in fights and
other activity which are generally done by the humans and against other bots as well.
(Lee, et al., 2016) states that bots are deployed by the players which intent to gain
more experience and rating as compared to the rest of the players which is nowadays
widely used in MMORPG games which is a disadvantage to the original players.
Cheat codes were created during the time of making video games. The developers
themselves have created the cheat codes for the testing purpose which gives whole access
to unlimited count of all the features to see the mechanism of working in order to make
the difficulty of the game accordingly. There are multiple ways of cheating. Aimbots
is a type of cheating where enemies can direct take a headshot, or the body part shot
which take high damage this is mostly done in war games which this option is available
in some games or one uses cheat software. Cheat software also contains many other level
exploiting techniques where a player can see through the walls where the opponents are
spawned. The other one more way is by gaining more experience in terms of points or in
game cash which allows player to buy or enter into royal features which a normal player
can’t access. (Wendel, 2012).
There are many approaches proposed for bot detection in game. These approaches
can be classified into server-side client-side and network side. Client-side servers are used
by most of the gaming companies by the disadvantage is that it can decrease the system
performance by increase in bot developed. Network side creates problem such as lag in
game due to overload and high network traffic which effects the gaming experience of
the user. As there is increase in bot on client side, data mining techniques are used in
server-side method which detects whether the user is bot or human and directly bans the
bot on client side without executing any kind of code or program. (Kang, et al., 2016)
Based on the analysis check carried out by Action analysis it is noticed that bots are
more as compared to humans in the game. This approach shows accuracy rate high but
the negative part is that it does not show or confuses in between the actual players who
play for a long time and the bots which are tend to play for a longer time. (Kang, etal.,
2016).
The other analysis was on social activity based which uses different features based on
the social network to compare between humans and bots. The results are analyzed based
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on the graphs generated by social networks. It is observed that bots and humans use
social network links for different purpose, bots may use it for information or for exchange
of currency as humans use this network for multiple purpose. The drawback to this
approach is that it can only detect bots in group or multiple party squad and not in solo
mode. (Kang,et al., 2016). Another approach was proposed which is based on similarity
analysis which finds the routine of the humans and bots. Bots tend to have same routine
all day in terms of in game activity like taking similar steps in pattern or same action
during any event, where else actual players have different approach or strategy in every
game. The drawback to this approach is that it should have enough data collected having
same behavior to differentiate. (Kang, et al., 2016).
(Pao, et al., 2010) proposed an approach which used trajectory analysis defining the
movements and patterns carried by the bots and is indicated as their signature moves. For
dimension reduction Isomap is used which is then followed by classification algorithms.
The models produce higher accuracy but the drawback to this approach is that it only
focuses on the movement of character which can be easily reduced in the programmed
bots.
(Chung, et al., 2013) proposed a model which was based on the behavioural analysis
to detect bots. This was based on three different actions which are Battle, Collect and
Move. The users were then divided into groups based on the similar actions and a model
was created was each of the following groups. The model showed high accuracy rate of
detection but the drawback to this model if there is increase in number of players that will
make new groups and have to increase models as well. (Suznjevic, et al., 2011) presented
a model which uses combination of previously used model with user behaviour to get more
details about the network model with higher accuracy. This model can be implemented
in couple of MMORPG game, but changes have to be made to Markov chain values as
per the game.
(Park, et al., 2019) presented a technique for bot detection in game with Long short
-Term Memory (LSTM) using leveraging analysis. It mainly focused on the financial
status or activities of the player and stated that a bot would not be down in terms
of financial pattern as it is always on-line and would be easy to detect. The earlier
approaches gave higher accuracy due to topological network as compared to this model
but in terms of efficiency it better as deployment and cost resources are required less
due to Neural Networks. So, to increase the accuracy rate of this mode, two or more
model should be combined. To get better results than the previous approaches applied,
we propose to use behavioural characteristic to detect bots in games.
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Methodology

The data has to be extracted from a MMORPG company which was a difficult task as
the companies does not publish dataset as it contains details of the player. The players
and company sign and agreement before the start of the game stating the policy where
the data will not be published outside the company. Some companies give APIs where it
is an disadvantage, because the data extracted from API does not have the quality. The
dataset used in the research is taken from HCR Labs by signing an NDA form.
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4.1

Data Acquisition

The dataset had 4 sheets out of which attributes of network measure were removes as
it was less important feature and contribution of this attribute towards the result gave
less accuracy. In this research for every model different feature selection method were
used. As both input and output were known Supervised learning method was used and
classification algorithm was used as the variable to be predicted was in form of binary. The
algorithm was then implemented, and the results were compared based on the accuracy
rate and the best was chosen from the one of them.
The dataset on MMORPG game called Aion was used for analysis. The dataset
contains 47,739 observations and 7702 were marked as ‘bot’. The observations contain
the log of 88 days details from 9th April to 5th July 2010 overall. The dataset is of integer
and numerical type with 43 variables.
All the missing values were removed, the dataset network measure was not included.
As the data was redundant and the contribution of this dataset towards the overall accuracy and prediction rate was been less. It had 113 variables which was likely impossible
to compute.
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Dimension and summary of the dataset:
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Modelling Implementation

The motive behind this implementation was to predict between two labels that is Human
and Bot which is been achieved by using classification algorithm.
• Naı̈ve Bayes:
As the dataset is larger with 43 variables, this algorithm is best for the big dataset. It
is easy to understand and can be built easily as the algorithm is not sensitive to feature
that are irrelevant. It is often used in deploying real time system as it can handle real
discrete data.
1. Caret (Classification and Regression training) package is installed as it is the
most powerful package in R which is used to split the data, variable importance
and for feature selection.
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2. ‘rpart’ was used to establish a relation between the variables and was also used
for training the data. To visualize data plot() function was used.
3. The important varibales are plotted using varImp().

4. Another package which is ‘dplyr’ is installed which is a powerful package as caret
but is used for manipulating the data when the data frames are in memory and out
of memory.
5. The data is then split into ratio of 75:25 of which 75 percent is of training set
by using createDatapartion() function.
6. As the algorithm is used for prediction and plotting. Another R package ‘e1071’
is installed. It is generally used when one used SVM (support Vector machine)
algorithm.

• Random Forest
This algorithm shows better accuracy rate and performance as compared to decision
tree. As both can be used for regression purpose and classification, But, for this purpose,
we are using Random forest for classification. Random forest is considered to be the
best learner whereas, each single tree in random forest is considered to be weak learner.
The limitation or drawback of this algorithm is that it is biased with features with larger
number of classes.
1. Package name ‘boruta’ is installed. This name is taken from a demon who lived
in pine forests (Dutta, 2016) in Slavic mythology from ancient. The package is used for
selecting variables.
2. Package name ‘ranger’ is installed which act as a catalyst for Random forest to increase
the speed of the implementation process.
6

3. Using package ‘boruta’ the data was trained and maxRun was kept to 11 due to
lack of hardware resource as random forest uses high computational power.
4. The data was split into same ratio of 75:25.

5. Variables are sorted and ordered and a mean importance of the variable is generated.
• GLM (Generalized Linear Model)
GLM is used to check the relationship between the response variable and the features
available. It is also considered best for curve fitting. Therefore, it is used to project the
relation between the selected feature and the target variable which is ‘Type’. There is
multiple package installed while implementing GLM technique.

1. Mlbench – A framework which is used in distributed Machine Learning. It is
mainly used to enhance or improve the robustness, transparency, reproducibility and to
give good measures. (Github, 2018)
2. GGplot2 – It is generally used for creating graphs in the system.
After the variables are defined and mapped with graphical primitive, rest part is done by
ggplot2. (Wickham, 2016)
3. Lattice – It is used for plotting multivariate data and for data visualization.
4. ROCR – It is basically used to get the ROC curve recall and precision. It is also used
to display the relation between the specificity and sensitivity.
5. Correlation Matrix is generated using cor() function with a cutoff of 0.5.
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Evaluation

Through confusion matrix accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of each model is calculated
and evaluated.
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• 1.Naı̈ve Bayes Matrix
The result below is confusion matrix which is generated through caret package.

The result above shows the accuracy rate of 94.52 percent. Calculating the precision
of this model by TP/TP+FP which is 0.681 and recall is calculated by TP/TP+FN
which gives 0.872.
• 2. Generalized Linear Model

From the above the accuracy of the model is 94.58 percent whereas,

Here the Precision of GLM is 95.21 percent and Recall is 98.76 percent. Comparing
this model with Naı̈ve Bayes it does not show such good performance apart from
the Recall rate.
Below is the ROC curve for the above model
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• 3.Random Forest

The above chart shows the accuracy rate of the model which is 95.99 percent. In
this model, the precision rate is higher as compared to the recall rate which states
that many numbers of positive examples have been missed which are false negative,
but the predicted positive are exact.
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Comparison Table
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Discussion

Detailed explanation is mentioned discussing about the results of the model that is been
used in the process and future work with limitations of the research.
This model is proposed to lower the damage that is causing the user experience and
the game provider. From the behavioural observation, it shows that game bots perform
same steps and actions which allow them to gain an unfair points against the actual user.
They do not interact with the actual players and only transmit assets with each other.
A discriminative model is been proposed after evaluating these behavioural features.The
model gives accuracy of 95.99 which can be used to detect and ban the bots.
The motive behind the research is to find the best predictive model, for that the
dataset has been trained with 3 different algorithms. Before splitting the data, feature
selection method is used for every model trained keeping the ratio same for all. From
the table, Generalized Liner Model have the best Precision and Recall rate but overall,
the accuracy is lower than other two models. For accuracy Random Forest have given
the best accuracy i.e. 95.99 percent, therefore we select this model as the best fit for the
dataset.
False positive error is nothing but predicting an ID to be bot, but they are not actually
a bot. This would be a challenge while bot detection. It is ok to predict a bot as human
but not human as not. Therefore, decreasing the false positive number is the main thing
in detecting the bots. The trained models gave higher precision rate where positively
predicted are true. GLM shows higher precision rate but the accuracy rate is low.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Online games have gathered from all the geographical location to play with each other
or against, which allows them to gain in game currencies by defeating the enemies and
the earned currency can be converted to real money as well.
Bot detection technique using behavioral analysis was accomplished using the dataset
which consist of players information from AION game. This dataset was then used
with different classification algorithm. From the models that have been used Random
forest gave the best accuracy rate. We were successfully able to reduce the false positive
prediction where it gave good results, but the accuracy was reduced.
Each day a new software is in the market for the bot detection method and this
method is a continuous process. For every game that is different because each game have
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its own different design so the main motive or idea is to make a general detection method
which will be useful for all the MMORPG games even if the design is different.
Further goal is to study the different style of the game bot, this can be done by
reinforcement learning where bots can be deployed in every strategically different game
to know the style of the game and the data can be collected where using these methods
we can create a counter wall which can be used against the bot. More variations can be
used with the techniques which would increase the accuracy rate and would also decrease
the false positive.
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